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Description

1

Ulysse Nardin Michelangelo Gigante UTC wristwatch, men Men's Ulysse Nardin Michelangelo Gigante UTC wristwatch reference 22311, automatic movement. Tonneau case, black dial, Roman numerals, date located at hour 2. Black alligator skin band and deployant
original fastening system. 40 x 38 mm ...[more]

2

Ulysse Nardin Marine Diver wristwatch, men, provenance documents Men's Ulysse Nardin Marine Diver wristwatch, reference 263-90,
automatic movement. Black "wave pattern" dial with luminescent hour, minute hands and time indices, two registers and date with
magnifying glass at hour 6. The watch h ...[more]

3

Chanel bracelet watch, women, decorated with diamonds Women's Chanel ceramics wristwatch, reference J12, automatic movement.
Black dial with diamond indices and unidirectional bezel. Original black ceramic band with deployant type fastener. d=33 mm ceramic

4

Ulysse Nardin Maxi Marine Diver wristwatch, men, provenance documents Men's Ulysse Nardin Maxi Marine Diver wristwatch,
reference 263-33-3/82, automatic movement. Black "wave pattern" dial with luminescent hour, minute hands and time indices, two
registers and date with magnifying glass at hour ...[more]

5

Breitling wristwatch, made for Bentley, men Men's Breitling wristwatch, made for Bentley, reference A13363, automatic movement.
Black dial with three registers and date with weekday at hour 3. Original black rubber band and deployant type fastener. d=45 mm
stainless steel

6

Omega Speedmaster Moonwatch wristwatch, men, original box, guarantee card, instruction manual and spare strap Men's Omega
Speedmaster Moonwatch wristwatch, reference 311.33.42.30.01.001, manual movement. Black dial with three registers and tachymeter
engraved on the bezel. Original black alliga ...[more]

7

DeWitt Academia Chronographe wristwatch, titan and rose gold, men, limited edition 061/999 Men's DeWitt Academia Chronographe
titanium and gold wristwatch, limited edition 061/999, reference 6005.28, automatic movement, glazed back. Black dial, Arab numerals,
bezel decorated with the "Imperial ...[more]

8

Romain Jerome Titanic-DNA wristwatch, men Men's Romain Jerome Titanic-DNA wristwatch, limited edition 80/2012, automatic
movement. Skeleton type dial with Roman numerals. Original black rubber box and buckle added aftermarket. The case is made out of
black composite and stabilised rusted metal ...[more]

9

Rolex Submariner vintage wristwatch, men Men's vintage Rolex Submariner wristwatch, reference 5513, automatic movement. Black
dial with luminescent hour indices and unidirectional rotating bezel. Original bracelet and deployant type closure. d=43 mm stainless
steel

10

Jorg Hysek Abyss Explorer wristwatch, men Men's Jorg Hysek Abyss Explorer wristwatch, automatic movement, glazed back. Black
dial, Arab numerals, three registers and date at hour 12. Original black rubber band and deployant type fastener. d=52 mm stainless
steel

11

Rolex Submariner wristwatch, gold and steel, men Gold and steel Rolex Submariner watch, reference 16613, automatic movement,
3135 gauge, 40 h time reserve. Blue coloured dial, luminescent time indices, unidirectional rotating bezel, engraved with Arab numerals
and date with magnifying glass at ...[more]

12

Zenith Defy Xtreme wristwatch, titan, unisex, provenance documents Unisex Zenith Defy Xtreme titanium wristwatch, reference
96.0518.685, automatic movement. Black dial decorated with the guilloché technique with two registers, unidirectional rotating bezel and
date with magnifying glass between ...[more]

13

Rolex Explorer vintage wristwatch, men Men's vintage Rolex Explorer wristwatch, reference 14270, automatic movement. Black dial with
Arab numerals. Original stainless steel bracelet and deployant type closure. d=37 mm stainless steel

14

Patek Philippe Nautilus wristwatch, unisex, provenance documents Unisex Patek Philippe Nautilus wristwatch, reference 3800/1a-001,
automatic movement. Black dial with Roman numerals and date at hour 3. Original stainless steel band and deployant type closure. The
„jumbo” case of reference 370 ...[more]

15

Franck Muller Casablanca wristwatch, gold, men, provenance documents Men's gold Franck Muller Casablanca wristwatch, reference
5850 sc, automatic movement. Cream-coloured dial, decorated with the guilloché technique with Arabic numerals. Original alligator skin
band and gold buckle. The watch i ...[more]

Ulysse Nardin Executive Dual Time wristwatch, rose gold, men, provenance documents Men's rose gold Ulysse Nardin Executive Dual
16

Time wristwatch, reference 246-00, automatic movement, glazed back. Black dial with Roman numerals, date at 2 o'clock, second
register at 6 o'clock and second time zon ...[more]

17

Bvlgari Serpenti Tubogas bracelet watch, women, decorated with diamonds, provenance documents Women's Bvlgari Serpenti Tubogas
wristwatch, decorated with diamonds, reference 102736 sp35s, quartz movement. Black dial with Roman numerals, decorated with
diamonds. Stainless steel fixed bracelet ma ...[more]

18

Audemars Piguet Royal Oak wristwatch, men, provenance documents Men's Audemars Piguet Royal Oak wristwatch, reference
25979ST.0.0002CA.01, automatic movement. Black and grey dial with Arabic numerals, three registers and date between 4 and 5
o'clock. Original black silicone band and deployant t ...[more]

19

Franck Muller Conquistador Cortez wristwatch, men, provenance documents Men's Franck Muller Conquistador Cortez wristwatch,
reference 10000 H SC NR, automatic movement. Black dial with Arab numerals and date at hour 6. Original alligator skin band and pvd
steel buckle. The watch is accompanied ...[more]

20

Patek Phillipe World Time wristwatch, gold, men, provenance documents and original box Men's rose gold Patek Phillipe World Time
wristwatch, reference 5130/1R-001, automatic movement. Guilloché technique decorated dial, Arabic numerals, display with 24 time
zones, 24 world cities and day/night ...[more]

21

Bvlgari wristwatch, decorated with diamonds and mother of pearl, women Women's Bvlgari wristwatch, reference BBL 335, automatic
movement. Pearl dial, with the dial consisting of diamonds. d=36 mm stainless steel

22

Audemars Piguet Classic Ultra Thin wristwatch, rose gold, unisex Women's Audemars Piguet Classic Ultra Thin wristwatch, reference
14273, movement with manual winding. Cream dial with Roman numerals, black alligator skin band. d=32 mm, 32 g (gross) rose gold 18
k

23

Zenith Chronomaster Millésime El Primero wristwatch, rose gold, men Men's Zenith Chronomaster Millésime El Primero wristwatch,
reference 18 1260 4003, automatic movement, glazed back. The watch has the following features: perpetual calendar, chronograph and
moon phases. Cream and silver dial, p ...[more]

24

Breguet Marine wristwatch, men, provenance documents Men's Breguet Marine wristwatch, reference 5817st/12/5v8, automatic
movement, glazed back. Dial decorated with the guilloché technique with Roman numerals and date at 6 o'clock. Original rubber band
and deployant type fastener. The watch is a ...[more]

25

Zenith Class Elite wristwatch, rose gold, men, provenance documents Men's gold Zenith Class Elite wristwatch, reference
18.1125.685/01.c490, automatic movement. Silver coloured dial, decorated with the guilloché technique with two registers and date
between 4 and 5 o'clock. Aftermarket alligato ...[more]

26

Panerai Luminor wristwatch, men Men's Panerai Luminor 1950 wristwatch, reference PAM312, automatic movement, glazed back.
Black dial, Arabic numerals, one register and date at 3 o'clock. Original leather band and stainless steel buckle. d=44 mm stainless steel

27

Patek Philippe Ellipse wristwatch, gold Gold Patek Philippe Ellipse wristwatch, reference 3604J/2, automatic movement, 28-255C
gauge. Dark blue dial with date at 3 o'clock. Original gold bracelet and closure. d=36 mm, 121 g (gross) yellow gold 18 k

28

Jaeger-LeCoultre Reverso wristwatch, women, decorated with diamonds Women's Jaeger-LeCoultre Reverso wristwatch, decorated
with diamonds, reference 265.8.08, quartz movement. Silver dial with Arabic numerals. Aftermarket black leather band and buckle. 28 x
22 cm stainless steel ...[more]

29

Fabergé Nr: 6 wristwatch, rose gold, diamond-paved bezel, women Women's Fabergé wristwatch, engraved on the back of the case:
"Nr.: 6", automatic movement. Rose gold case, diamond-encrusted bezel, guilloché dial, Arabic numerals and secondary at 6 o'clock. 33
x 43 mm, 92 g (gross) rose gold 1 ...[more]

30

A. Lange & Sohne Cabaret, gold, men Watch A. Men's gold Lange & Sohne Cabaret wristwatch, reference 170.032, with automatic
movement, glazed back. Rectangular silver dial, with register for seconds at 6 o'clock and panoramic date at 12 o'clock. Black leather
band with buckle. 36,3 x 25 ...[more]

31

Panthère de Cartier Manchette bracelet watch, rare, gold, women, decorated with diamonds, provenance documents and original box
Women's Panthère de Cartier Manchette wristwatch, decorated with diamonds, quartz movement. Cream-coloured dial with Roman
numerals. Original gold bracelet and deploya ...[more]

32

Harry Winston Premier Diamond Timepiece bracelet watch, platinum, women, decorated with diamonds, provenance documents
Women's platinum Harry Winston Premier Diamond wristwatch, decorated with diamonds, quartz movement. Silver dial with diamond
decorated bezel. Original bracelet and deployant t ...[more]

33

Van Cleef & Arpels Cadenas bracelet watch, gold, women Women's gold Van Cleef & Arpels Cadenas wristwatch, reference
VCARO4J200, quartz movement. Mother of pearl dial and gold bezel. Daring and timeless, the Van Cleef & Arpels Cadenas wristwatch
is as contemporary today as when it ...[more]

34

Rolex Oyster Perpetual Date wristwatch, gold and steel, men Men's gold and steel Rolex Oyster Perpetual Date wristwatch, reference
15053, automatic movement. Silver coloured dial, date with magnifying glass at 3 o'clock. Aftermarket brown leather band and stainless
steel buckle. d=35 mm stain ...[more]

35

Hublot Classic Fusion Black wristwatch, ceramic, men Men's ceramics Hublot Classic Fusion Black wristwatch, reference
542.CM.1771.RX automatic movement, glazed back. Black dial, decorated with the guilloché technique, with date at 3 o'clock. Original
rubber band and deployant closure. d=43 mm ...[more]

36

Hublot Classic Fusion wristwatch, steel and rose gold, unisex, provenance documents Unisex steel and rose gold Hublot Classic Fusion
wristwatch, reference 1905.7, quartz movement. Black dial and date at 3 o'clock. Original black rubber band and deployant type
fastener. The watch is accompanied ...[more]

37

Rolex Explorer II wristwatch, men Men's Rolex Explorer II wristwatch, reference 16570, automatic movement. Black dial, luminescent
hour indices, date with magnifying glass at 3 o'clock and bezel engraved with Arabic numerals. Original stainless steel bracelet and
deployant type closure. d=42 m ...[more]

38

Graham Chronofighter wristwatch, men, provenance documents Men's Graham Chronofighter wristwatch, reference 20vgs.b26a,
automatic movement. Black dial with Arab numerals, two registers and date at 12 o'clock. Black rubber band and original closure. The
watch is accompanied by provenance documen ...[more]

39

Rolex Deepsea Sea-Dweller ”James Cameron” wristwatch, men, provenance documents and original box Men's Rolex Deepsea SeaDweller wristwatch, reference 116660, automatic movement, 3135 gauge, case with a depth rating of up to 3900 m. Gradient coloured
dial, blue with luminescent hour indices, da ...[more]

40

Zenith El Primero Tourbillion wristwatch, men Men's Zenith El Primero Tourbillion wristwatch, reference 03.2050.4035, automatic
movement, glazed back. Black dial with three registers. Original alligator skin band, of black colour, with deployant type closure. d=47
mm stainless steel ...[more]

41

Graham Tourbillograph Automatic wristwatch, gold, men, limited edition 20/50, provenance documents and original box Men's gold
Graham Tourbillograph Automatic wristwatch, reference 2TTAR.B03A, automatic movement, glazed back. Black dial with two registers,
partially glazed at 4 o'clock. Origina ...[more]

42

Richard Mille RM005 Felipe Massa AG TI wristwatch, platinum, men, limited edition 3/40 Men's platinum Richard Mille RM005 Felipe
Massa AG TI wristwatch, automatic movement, reference RM005-PLT, limited edition 3/40. Skeleton dial with Arabic numerals and date
at 7 o'clock. Original rubber band ...[more]

43

Rolex Daytona wristwatch, rose gold, unisex, original box Unisex rose gold Rolex Daytona wristwatch, reference 116515-LNBR,
automatic movement. Copper coloured dial, Arabic numerals and three registers. Original black rubber band and gold deployant type
fastener. d=42 mm, 159 g rose gold 18 k ...[more]

44

Franck Muller Conquistador wristwatch, men, provenance documents Men's Franck Muller Conquistador wristwatch, reference 10000K
CC, automatic mechanism. Black dial with Arab numerals, two registers and date at 6 o'clock. Original black rubber band and stainless
steel buckle. The watch is accompa ...[more]

45

Dewitt Academia Triple Complication wristwatch, limited edition 11/250, provenance documents and original box Dewitt Academia Triple
Complication watch, limited edition 11/250, reference 2041.40.01, automatic movement, glazed back, two time zones and day/night
indicators. Black dial, partially ...[more]

46

Rolex Yacht Master wristwatch, gold, men, instruction manual and original box Men's gold Rolex Yacht Master wristwatch, reference
16628, automatic movement, 3135 gauge. White dial, bezel marked with Arabic numerals and date with magnifier at 3 o'clock. Original
gold bracelet and deployant type ...[more]

47

Franck Muller Tourbillion wristwatch, gold, men Men's gold Franck Muller Imperial Tourbillion wristwatch, reference 5850 T, glazed back.
Grey dial, decorated with the guilloché technique and Arabic numerals. Original black alligator skin band and gold buckle. In 1983, after
months of research a ...[more]

48

Franck Casablanca wristwatch, men, provenance document Men's Franck Casablanca wristwatch, reference 5850, automatic
movement. White dial with Arabic numerals. Aftermarket black leather band and original stainless steel buckle. The watch is
accompanied by provenance documents. 39 x 34 mm stai ...[more]

49

Franck Muller Bosphorus Edition wristwatch, rose gold, men, limited edition 10/34 Men's rose gold Franck Muller Bosphorus Edition
wristwatch, limited edition 10/34, reference 10000 K CC, automatic movement. Black dial with Arab numerals, two registers and date at
6 o'clock. Original alligator s ...[more]

50

Hublot King Power wristwatch, ceramic, men, limited edition 301/500, provenance documents Men's ceramics Hublot King Power
wristwatch, limited edition 301/500, reference 715.ci.1123.rx, automatic movement, glazed back. Black case with Arabic numerals and
two registers. Original black rubber ban ...[more]

51

Rolex Sea-Dweller wristwatch, men Men's Rolex Sea-Dweller wristwatch, reference 16660, automatic movement. Black dial with
luminescent hour indexes and date at 3 o'clock. Original bracelet and deployant type closure. d=43 mm stainless steel

52

Patek Philippe Aquanaut wristwatch, men, provenance documents Men's Patek Philippe Aquanaut wristwatch, reference 5066a-001,
automatic movement, glazed back. Black dial with Arab numerals and date at 3 o'clock. Original black rubber band and deployant type
fastener. The birth of the Aquanaut ...[more]

53

Ulysse Nardin Maxi Marine Chronometer wristwatch, men, provenance documents Men's Ulysse Nardin Maxi Marine Chronometer
wristwatch, reference 263-66, automatic movement. Black dial with silver Arabic numerals, with two registers and date with magnifying
glass at 6 o'clock. Brown band with deplo ...[more]

54

Ulysse Nardin Freak Vision Tourbillion wristwatch, white gold, men, provenance documents and original box Men's white gold Ulysse
Nardin Freak Vision wristwatch, reference 020-88, manual movement, partially glazed back. Blue dial with Arabic numerals. Original
blue alligator skin band and white ...[more]

Ulysse Nardin Marine Torpilleur wristwatch, men, original box and authenticity documents Men's Ulysse Nardin Marine Torpilleur
55

wristwatch, reference 1183-310/43, automatic movement, glazed back. Dark blue dial with Roman numerals, backup time register at 12
o'clock and date at 6 o'clock. Black ...[more]

56

Patek Philippe Annual Calendar wristwatch, white gold, men, extract of the archives Men's white gold Patek Philippe Annual Calendar
wristwatch, reference 5036/1g-001, automatic movement. Silver dial with Roman numerals, four registers and date at 6 o'clock. The
watch is accompanied by the archi ...[more]

57

DeWitt Academia Grande Date Silicium wristwatch, white gold, men Men's white gold DeWitt Academia Grande Date wristwatch,
reference 1501.48, automatic movement. Face with silver dial, luminous hour and minute hand, date at 12 o'clock and weekday at 6
o'clock. Black alligator skin band, with dep ...[more]

58

Chopard Happy Diamonds wristwatch, gold, women, decorated with diamonds and rubies, setting pin and original box Women's gold
Chopard Happy Diamonds wristwatch, decorated with diamonds and rubies, reference 4112, quartz movement. White dial, framed in
sapphire, decorated with five diamonds. Aft ...[more]

59

Ulysse Nardin Diver Marine Black Sea wristwatch, men, provenance documents Men's silicone Ulysse Nardin Diver Marine Black Sea
wristwatch, reference 353-92, automatic movement, glazed back. Black dial, three registers and date between 4 and 5 o'clock. Original
black silicone band and deployant ...[more]

60

Audemars Piguet Royal Oak Offshore Grand Prix wristwatch, men, 210/650 Men's Audemars Piguet Royal Oak Offshore Grand Prix
wristwatch, reference 26290RO.OO.A001VE.01, automatic movement. Black and grey dial, three registers and date with magnifying
glass at 3 o'clock. The watch has a carbon and ...[more]

61

Patek Philippe Annual Calendar Moon Phase wristwatch, gold, men, provenance documents and original box Men's gold Patek Philippe
Annual Calendar Moon Phase wristwatch, reference 5146J, automatic movement. White dial, Arab numerals, three registers and date at
hour 6. The patented annual calen ...[more]

62

Montblanc Heritage Chronometrie Quantième Annuel wristwatch, men Men's Montblanc Heritage Chronometrie Quantième Annuel
wristwatch, reference 1125340, automatic movement, glazed back. The silver dial includes four registers - date, month, day of the week,
moon phases and gold hour indexes. Blac ...[more]

63

Frederique Constant Moonphase bracelet watch, decorated with mother of pearl and diamonds, women, authenticity card, spare links,
provenance documents and original box Women's Frederique Constant Moonphase wristwatch, reference FC-206MPWD1S5/6, quartz
movement. Mother of pearl dial decorated wi ...[more]

64

Cartier Tank Américaine wristwatch, rose gold, diamond-paved bezel, women, provenance documents and original box Women's rose
gold Cartier Tank Américaine wristwatch, reference WB704751, automatic movement. Elongated rose gold case, paved with diamonds,
crown on which is mounted a diamond, flin ...[more]

65

Audemars Piguet Royal Oak Chronograph wristwatch, rose gold, men Men's rose gold Audemars Piguet Royal Oak Chronograph
wristwatch, reference 26320OR.OO.D088CR.01, automatic movement. Silver dial decorated with a “grande tapisserie” motif, three
registers and date between 4 and 5 o'clock. Origin ...[more]

66

Ulysse Nardin Marine wristwatch, men, provenance documents Men's Ulysse Nardin Maxi Marine Chronograph wristwatch, reference
353-66, UN-35 gauge, automatic chronograph movement, glazed back. The silver and ivory dial, centrally decorated with the guilloché
technique comprises two chronograph re ...[more]

67

Hublot Ferrari Unico wristwatch, gold and titan, men, limited edition, 500/500 Men's Hublot Ferrari Unico wristwatch, limited edition,
500/500, reference 401.OX.0123.VR, automatic movement, glazed back. Skeleton dial with Arabic numerals, one register and date at 3
o'clock. Original white rubbe ...[more]

68

Hublot Big Bang King Power wristwatch, men Men's Hublot Big Bang King Power wristwatch, reference 701.qx.0140.rx, automatic
movement, glazed back. Grey skeleton dial, Arabic numerals, two registers and date between 4 and 5 o'clock. Original black rubber
band and deployant type fastener. d=55 m ...[more]

69

Ulysse Nardin El Toro wristwatch, platinum, men, limited edition 158/500, provenance documents and original box Men's platinum
Ulysse Nardin El Toro wristwatch, reference 329-00, automatic movement, with the Perpetual Calendar and GMT Dual Time Zone
complications and 48 h time reserve. Damascus ...[more]

70

Omega Seamaster Diver wristwatch, men, guarantee card, instruction manual and original box Men's Omega Seamaster Diver
wristwatch, reference 212.92.44.50.99.001, automatic chronograph movement, with 52 h time reserve. Titanium case, grey dial,
luminescent hour indexes, three registers and date ...[more]

71

Hublot Big Bang Zermatt wristwatch, men, special edition Men's Hublot Big Bang Zermatt wristwatch, reference 301.KM.7070.VR.ZTT15, automatic chronograph movement. Ceramic bezel, dial with three registers, of which the one at 9 o'clock is engraved
with the Matterhorn mountain's emblematic silho ...[more]

72

Omega Seamaster Planet Ocean wristwatch, men Men's Omega Seamaster Planet Ocean wristwatch, reference 215.30.46.51.03.001,
automatic movement, glazed back. Dark blue dial, unidirectional rotating bezel with two registers and date at 6 o'clock. Original bracelet
and deployant type closure. d=48 ...[more]

73

Dewitt Academia wristwatch, white gold, men, limited edition 19/50 Men's white gold Dewitt Academia wristwatch, limited edition 19/50,
reference NE097.48, automatic movement, glazed back. Copper colour dial, partially decorated with the guilloché technique with Arabic
numerals and four register ...[more]

74

Rolex Sky-Dweller wristwatch, the most complex model in production, gold, men, provenance documents and original box Unisex gold
Rolex Oyster Perpetual Sky-Dweller wristwatch, reference 326938, 9001 gauge, automatic movement, with annual calendar, 72 h time
reserve. The silver dial has gold Ara ...[more]

75

Breitling Navitimer Cosmonaute wristwatch, men, provenance documents Men's Breitling Navitimer Cosmonaute wristwatch, reference
A12022, manual movement. Dark blue dial with Arabic numerals and three registers. Original bracelet with deployant type closure. The
watch is accompanied by provenance ...[more]

76

Breitling Chronomat Evolution wristwatch, rose gold and steel, men, provenance documents Men's rose gold and steel Breitling
Chronomat Evolution wristwatch, reference C13356, automatic movement. Dark blue dial, Roman numerals, three registers, date at 3
o'clock and unidirectional rotating bezel ...[more]

77

Rolex Day-Date wristwatch, gold, decorated with diamonds, men Men's gold Rolex Day-Date wristwatch, decorated with diamonds,
reference 18048, automatic movement. Golden colour face with the dial decorated with diamonds, bezel paved with diamonds, day
given in French at 12 o'clock and date with ...[more]

78

Audemars Piguet Huitième wristwatch, rose gold, men Men's Audemars Piguet Huitième wristwatch, reference 25644, automatic
movement. Champagne dial, three registers and date with magnifier at 3 o'clock. Reddish-brown leather bracelet. d=40 mm, 78 g
(gross) rose gold 18 k

79

Rolex Datejust bracelet watch, gold, women, decorated with diamonds and sapphires, provenance documents, instruction manual and
original box Women's gold Rolex Datejust wristwatch, decorated with diamonds and sapphires, the reference 6917, 2030 gauge. Dark
blue dial with diamond indices and dat ...[more]

80

Audemars Piguet Royal Oak Offshore wristwatch, rose gold, men, provenance documents Men's rose gold Audemars Piguet Royal Oak
Offshore wristwatch, reference 26170OR.OO.1000OR.01, automatic movement. White dial, Arab numerals, three registers and date
with magnifying glass at 3 o'clock. Original ...[more]

81

Ulysse Nardin Maxi Marine Chronometer wristwatch, rose gold, men, provenance documents Men's rose gold Ulysse Nardin Maxi
Marine Chronometer wristwatch, reference 266-66. Copper colour dial with golden Arabic numerals, two registers and date with
magnifying glass at 6 o'clock. Original black ru ...[more]

82

Ulysse Nardin Marine Chronometer wristwatch, rose gold, men, limited edition 22/30, provenance documents Men's rose gold Ulysse
Nardin Marine Chronometer wristwatch, reference 266-69, automatic movement. White dial with Roman numerals, having two registers
and date at 6 o'clock. Black leather b ...[more]

83

Ulysse Nardin Lady Diver wristwatch, rose gold, women, decorated with diamonds, provenance documents Women's rose gold Ulysse
Nardin Lady Diver wristwatch, reference 8106-101, automatic movement, glazed back. Brown "wave pattern" face, date with magnifying
glass at 6, dial and bezel decorated w ...[more]

84

Ulysse Nardin Executive Dual Time wristwatch, rose gold, women, provenance documents Women's rose gold Ulysse Nardin Executive
Dual Time wristwatch, reference 246-10, automatic movement, approx. 42 h time reserve. Mother of pearl dial with Roman numerals
adorned with diamonds, date at 2 o'clock ...[more]

85

Jaeger LeCoultre wristwatch, gold and steel, women Women's gold and steel Jaeger LeCoultre wristwatch, reference 132.5.09, quartz
movement. White dial with Roman numerals. Aftermarket brown leather band and buckle. d=25 mm stainless steel; yellow gold 18 k

86

Jacob & Co wristwatch, 5 time zones, decorated with diamonds, women Women's Jacob & Co wristwatch with 5 time zones, adorned
with diamonds. Mother of pearl dial in 5 colours. Each time zone is located at the following hours: L.A. at 1 o'clock, Tokyo at 4 o'clock,
Paris at 7 o'clock, New ...[more]

87

Rolex Sky-Dweller wristwatch, white gold, men, provenance documents and original box Men's white gold Rolex Sky-Dweller
wristwatch, reference 326939, automatic movement, 9001 gauge, 72 h time reserve, yearly calendar. Ivory dial, Roman numerals, date
with magnifying glass at 3 o'clock, rotating ...[more]

88

Breitling Navitimer wristwatch, gold and steel, men Men's gold and steel Breitling Navitimer wristwatch, reference D13020, automatic
movement. Two colour dial (brown, beige) with Arabic numerals, three registers, bidirectional gold bezel and date at 3 o'clock.
Aftermarket replacement Natao stra ...[more]

89

Perrelet Skeleton Chronograph wristwatch, unisex, decorated with diamonds Unisex Perrelet Skeleton Chronograph wristwatch,
adorned with diamonds, reference a1010, automatic movement, glazed back. Skeleton dial and four registers. Original black crocodile
skin band and deployant closure type. d ...[more]

90

Zenith Academy Tourbillon El Primero wristwatch, white gold, men, limited edition 9/50, provenance documents and original box Men's
white gold Zenith Academy Tourbillon El Primero wristwatch, limited edition 9/50, reference 65 1260 4005, automatic movement, glazed
back. Black dial with three re ...[more]

91

Breguet Marine Chronograph wristwatch, rose gold, men, provenance documents Men's rose gold Breguet Marine Chronograph
wristwatch, reference 5827br/z2/5zu, automatic movement, glazed back. Dial decorated with the guilloché technique with Roman
numerals, two registers and date at 6 o'clock. Orig ...[more]

92

Richard Mille RM005 wristwatch, rose gold, men, provenance documents and original box Men's rose gold Richard Mille Rm005
wristwatch, automatic movement, glazed back. Skeleton dial with Arabic numerals and date at 7 o'clock. Original brown crocodile skin
band and white gold titanium and white g ...[more]

93

Ulysse Nardin Quadrato Dual Time wristwatch, rose gold, men, provenance documents and original box Men's Ulysse Nardin Quadrato
Dual Time wristwatch, reference 246-92-8/692, automatic movement, glazed back. Black and grey dial, with register for seconds at 6
o'clock, date at 2 o'clock and regis ...[more]

94

Ulysse Nardin Quadrato Dual Time Perpetual wristwatch, men Men's Ulysse Nardin Quadrato Dual Time Perpetual wristwatch,
reference 326-90, automatic movement. Grey dial with copper-coloured elements, Arabic numerals, a register, date between 12 and 1
o'clock, display for: date between 8 and 9 o' ...[more]

95

IWC Big Pilot’s Watch Heritage Bronze wristwatch, men, provenance documents, instruction manual, travel case and original box Men's
IWC Big Pilot’s Watch Heritage Bronze wristwatch, reference IW501005, automatic movement. Black dial with Arabic numerals, time
reserve register and date at 6 o'cl ...[more]

96

Panerai Luminor 1950 wristwatch, men Men's Panerai Luminor 1950 wristwatch, reference PAM320, automatic movement, glazed back.
Black dial, Arabic numerals, one register and date at 3 o'clock. Original rubber band and stainless steel buckle. d=44 mm stainless steel

97

Hublot King Power Oceanographic wristwatch, titanium, men, limited edition 153/1000, provenance documents Men's titanium Hublot
King Power Oceanographic wristwatch, limited edition 153/1000, reference 732.NX.1127.RX, automatic movement, case with a depth
rating of up to 1000 m. Black dial with ...[more]

98

Omega Speedmaster Professional wristwatch, men, provenance documents and original box Men's Omega Speedmaster Professional
wristwatch, reference 3576.50.00, manual movement, glazed back. Black dial, four registers. The watch is equipped with a complication
that displays the phases of the Moon. ...[more]

99

Hublot Classic Fusion wristwatch, titanium, men Men's titanium Hublot Classic Fusion wristwatch, reference 515.NX.1270.LR, manual
movement, glazed back. Black dial with one register. Original alligator skin band and deployant type closure. d=43 mm titanium;
stainless steel

100

Jaeger-LeCoultre Master Control wristwatch, rose gold, men, provenance documents and original box Men's Jaeger-LeCoultre Master
Control wristwatch, reference 147.2.05.S, automatic movement with approx. 50 h time reserve. Rose gold case, silver dial with gold hour
and minute hands with auxiliary ...[more]

101

Omega De Ville Hour Vision wristwatch, men Men's Omega De Ville Hour Vision wristwatch, reference 431.33.41.21.01.001, automatic
movement, glazed back. Black dial and date at 3 o'clock. Original bracelet and deployant type closure. d=41 mm stainless steel

102

Breitling Colt wristwatch, men Men's Breitling Colt wristwatch, reference A74387, quartz movement. Black dial with Arabic numerals,
unidirectional rotating bezel and date at 3 o'clock. Original bracelet and deployant type closure. d=45 mm stainless steel

103

Breitling Navitimer wristwatch, men Men's Breitling Navitimer wristwatch, reference D13022, automatic movement. Black dial with Arabic
numerals, three registers and date at 3 o'clock. Original bracelet and deployant type closure. d=41 mm yellow gold 18 k; stainless steel

104

Ulysse Nardin Marine Chronograph wristwatch, men, provenance documents Men's Ulysse Nardin Marine Chronograph wristwatch,
reference 1503-150, automatic movement, glazed back. Dark blue dial with Arabic numerals, three registers and date between 4 and 5
o'clock. Original dark blue rubber band an ...[more]

105

Frederique Constant wristwatch, women, decorated with diamonds Women's Frederique Constant wristwatch, adorned with diamonds,
reference FC-3003EHD2P4, automatic movement, glazed back. Brown dial with diamond indices, Roman numerals and date at 6
o'clock. Original brown satin material band and d ...[more]

106

Maurice Lacroix Les Classiques Tradition wristwatch, men, instruction manual and original box Men's Maurice Lacroix Les Classiques
Tradition wristwatch, reference LC6067-PS103-110-1, automatic movement, glazed back. White dial with Roman numerals and date at
6 o'clock. Steel and rose gold brace ...[more]

107

Chopard Happy Sport bracelet watch, gold and steel, women, decorated with mobile diamonds, provenance documents Women's gold
and steel Chopard Happy Sport wristwatch, adorned with seven mobile diamonds, reference 8475, automatic movement. Creamcoloured dial with Roman numerals and date between ...[more]

108

Rolex DateJust bracelet watch, white gold, women, decorated with diamonds, provenance documents and original box Women's white
gold Rolex DateJust wristwatch, decorated with diamonds, reference 69319, automatic movement. White dial, Roman numerals and
date with magnifier at 3 o'clock. Original ...[more]

109

Patek Philippe Twenty-4 wristwatch, white gold, decorated with diamonds, women, extract of the archives Women's white gold Patek
Philippe Twenty-4 wristwatch, reference 4920G/010, quartz movement. White gold case, bezel paved with 34 diamonds, luminescent
hour and minute hand, diamond-studded h ...[more]

110

H. Moser wristwatch, rose gold, women Women's rose gold H. Moser wristwatch. Silver dial with Arabic numerals. Aftermarket leather
band and deployant closure. d=35 mm , 50 g (gross) rose gold 14 k

111

Girard Perregaux Ferarri wristwatch, gold, men Men's gold Girard Perregaux Ferrari wristwatch, reference 8020, automatic movement.
Black dial with Arabic numerals, three registers and date between 4 and 5 o'clock. Aftermarket green alligator skin band and original
gold buckle. d=38 mm , 98 g ( ...[more]

112

Cartier Ballon Bleu bracelet watch, rose gold and steel, dial replaced with diamonds, women, provenance documents and original box
Women's Cartier Ballon Bleu wristwatch, reference W3BB0018, automatic movement, with guilloché technique decorated dial and
diamond indices. The wristwatch is accom ...[more]

113

Ebel Brasilia bracelet watch, rose gold, decorated with diamonds, women Women's gold Ebel Brasilia wristwatch, reference 1215859,
quartz movement. Gold case with bezel paved with diamonds, mother of pearl dial with Roman numeral hour indices and diamonds.
Rose gold band with deployant type clos ...[more]

114

Longines Le Grande Classique bracelet watch, unisex Unisex Longines La Grande Classique wristwatch, reference L4.705.2, quartz
movement, white dial with Roman numerals. 32 x 30 mm stainless steel

115

Cartier Tank Solo wristwatch, gold and steel, women, provenance documents and original box Women's gold and steel Cartier Tank
Solo wristwatch, reference W5200002, quartz movement. Cream-coloured dial and Roman numerals. Original brown crocodile skin
band and rose gold buckle. The wristwatch is ...[more]

116

Glashütte Senator Sixties wristwatch, rose gold, men, provenance documents and original box Men's rose gold Glashütte Senator
Sixties wristwatch, reference 39.52.02.01.04, automatic movement, glazed back. Black dial with Arabic numerals. Original crocodile skin
band with aftermarket closure. It ...[more]

117

Girard Perregaux Vintage 1945 Moonphase wristwatch, rose gold, men, provenance documents Men's rose gold Girard Perregaux
Vintage 1945 Moonphase wristwatch, reference 2580, automatic movement, glazed back. Dial with date at 12 o'clock and moon phase
register at 6 o'clock. Black leather band wit ...[more]

118

Omega Seamaster wristwatch, men Men's Omega Seamaster Planet Ocean wristwatch, reference 212.30.46.50.03.001, automatic
movement. Black dial, unidirectional rotating bezel and three registers. Original bracelet and deployant type closure. d=48 mm stainless
steel

119

Omega Speedmaster Moonwatch wristwatch, men, limited edition 1656/2998 Men's Omega Speedmaster Moonwatch wristwatch,
reference 311.32.40.30.02.001, automatic movement. Silver coloured dial with three registers. Original black leather band and buckle.
d=41 mm stainless steel

120

Tag Heuer Carrera wristwatch, men Men's Tag Heuer Carrera wristwatch, reference CV2A11, automatic movement, glazed back. White
dial, Arab numerals, three registers and date with day of the week at 3 o' clock. Original bracelet and deployant type closure. d=47 mm
stainless steel ...[more]

121

Ebel Beluga bracelet watch, women, decorated with diamonds Women's Ebel Beluga wristwatch, reference 9057A21, quartz movement.
Black dial in "Côtes de Genève" pattern and diamonds arranged cardinally. 28 x 18,5 mm stainless steel

122

Girard Perregaux Richeville Chronograph wristwatch, men, provenance documents Men's Girard Perregaux Richeville Chronograph
wristwatch, reference 2765, automatic movement, glazed back. The navy blue dial has Arabic numerals, three registers, date between 4
and 5 o'clock. Black leather band with ...[more]

123

Cartier Santos 100 XL wristwatch, men Men's Cartier Santos 100 wristwatch, reference 2656, automatic movement. Cream-coloured
dial with Roman numerals. Green crocodile skin band added aftermarket and original deployant type closure. 35 x 42 mm stainless steel

124

Tank Louis Cartier wristwatch, vintage, gold, women Women's Tank Louis Cartier wristwatch, movement with manual winding.
Rectangular, cream-coloured dial with Roman numerals. Sapphire mounted on the remontoire. Brown leather band with gold deployant
type buckle. 20 x 22 cm, 32 g (gross) yello ...[more]

125

Roger Dubuis wristwatch, rose gold, men, limited edition 5/28 Men's Roger Dubuis wristwatch, reference M345751.62/17 HEPW63,
automatic movement, glazed back. Rectangular rose gold case, cream-coloured dial with golden Arabic numerals, black crocodile skin
band. 32 x 54 mm, 109 g (gross) rose ...[more]

126

Piaget bracelet watch, gold, bezel decorated with diamonds, women, provenance documents and original box Women's Piaget
wristwatch, reference 80615 A6, quartz movement. Bezel decorated with diamonds, champagne dial, golden hour and minute hands.
The wristwatch has a gold bracelet. The wristwatc ...[more]

127

Baume Mercier Classima wristwatch, rose gold, decorated with mother of pearl and diamonds, women Women's rose gold Baume
Mercier wristwatch, adorned with mother of pearl and diamonds, reference 10077, automatic movement with 42 h time reserve, glazed
back. Mother of pearl dial that contains the ...[more]

128

Longines Conquest Classic bracelet watch, rose gold and steel, decorated with mother of pearl and diamonds, women, provenance
documents and original box Women's Longines Conquest Classic wristwatch, reference L2.385.5.87.7, automatic movement, glazed
back. Rose gold bezel, mother of pearl dial ...[more]

129

Zenith Defy Classic wristwatch, men, provenance documents Men's Zenith Defy Classic wristwatch, reference 03.0516.680, automatic
movement. White dial decorated with the guilloché technique, one register, Arabic numerals, unidirectional rotating bezel and date with
magnifying glass at 3 o'clock. ...[more]

130

Omega Speedmaster Mark II wristwatch, men Men's Omega Speedmaster Mark II wristwatch, reference 145014, movement with
manual winding. Black dial with three registers. Original steel bracelet and deployant type closure. d=42 mm stainless steel

131

Corum Admiral's Cup Challenge wristwatch, men, original box Men's Corum Admiral's Cup Challenge 44 Split Seconds wristwatch,
reference 01.0035. Black dial, bezel and buttons with carbon inserts, chronograph and split seconds mechanism, automatic, black
rubber band and deployant type closure, in ...[more]

132

IWC Portofino wristwatch, rose gold, men, original box Men's rose gold IWC Portofino wristwatch, reference IW356504, automatic
movement, 35110 gauge. White dial with date at 3 o'clock. Brown alligator skin band with original rose gold buckle. d=42 mm, 75 g
(gross) rose gold 18 k ...[more]

133

Blancpain Villeret Ultra Slim wristwatch, gold, unisex Unisex gold Blancpain Villeret Ultra Slim wristwatch, reference 1151-1418-55,
automatic movement. White dial with Roman numerals and date at 3 o'clock. Aftermarket band and buckle. d=35 mm , 52 g (gross)
yellow gold 18 k

Audemars Piguet Millenary wristwatch, gold, unisex Unisex gold Audemars Piguet Millenary wristwatch, reference
134

25779BA.OO.A001CR.02, automatic movement. White dial, Roman numerals, two registers for date and day of the week. Aftermarket
leather band and original gold buckle. d=41 mm , 52 g (gr ...[more]

135

Blancpain Villeret wristwatch, women Women's Blancpain Villeret wristwatch, reference 6104-1127-55A, automatic movement, glazed
back, 913 gauge. White dial with Roman numerals. Black satin band and original stainless steel buckle. d=35 mm stainless steel

136

Cartier Santos bracelet watch, gold and steel, women Women's gold and steel Cartier Santos wristwatch, reference 1057930, quartz
movement. Cream-coloured dial with Roman numerals. Original bracelet with deployant type closure. 25 x 25 mm stainless steel; yellow
gold 18 k

137

Rolex Datejust bracelet watch, gold, women, decorated with diamonds, provenance documents and original box Women's gold Rolex
DateJust wristwatch, decorated with diamonds, reference 80318, automatic movement. White dial, Roman numerals and date with
magnifier at 3 o'clock. Original bracelet and ...[more]

138

Jaeger-LeCoultre Reverso Classique wristwatch, unisex Unisex Jaeger-LeCoultre Reverso Classique wristwatch, reference 250.8.08,
quartz movement. Switchable case, silver dial with Arabic numerals. Brown leather band with deployant type buckle. 38 x 23 mm
stainless steel

139

Cartier Quadrant wristwatch, gold, women Women's gold Cartier Quadrant wristwatch, quartz movement. White dial with Roman
numerals engraved on the bezel. Original dark blue alligator skin band and buckle. 19 x 19 mm, 22 g (gross) yellow gold 18 k

140

Franck Muller Chrono Master Banker wristwatch, rose gold, men, original box Men's rose gold Franck Muller Chrono Master Banker
wristwatch, reference 7850 CC MB, automatic movement. White dial, decorated with the guilloché technique with Arabic numerals and
four registers. Original black alligat ...[more]

141

Chopard Luna D´Oro gold wristwatch, women Women's gold Chopard Luna D´Oro wristwatch, reference: H2686, quartz movement.
White dial, Roman numerals and Moon phase register at 6 o'clock. Black leather band, replaced aftermarket and original gold plated
buckle. d=32 mm, 31 g (gross) yellow gold ...[more]

142

De Grisogono Instrumento Doppio Tre wristwatch, men, provenance documents Men's De Grisogono Instrumento Doppio Tre
wristwatch, automatic movement. Black dial, partially glazed, decorated with the guilloché technique, Arabic numerals. Original black
alligator skin band and deployant closure typ ...[more]

143

Tag Heuer Grand Carrera wristwatch, rose gold, men, limited edition 435/650, provenance documents and original box Men's rose gold
Tag Heuer Grand Carrera wristwatch, limited edition 435/650, reference CAV514C, automatic movement, glazed back. Brown dial with
two registers and date at 6 o'clock ...[more]

144

Blancpain Villeret wristwatch, rose gold, unisex Unisex rose gold Blancpain Villeret wristwatch, reference 4795, automatic movement,
glazed back. Cream-coloured dial with Roman numerals and date register at 6 o'clock. Aftermarket alligator skin band and original gold
buckle. d=34 mm , 51 g (gr ...[more]

145

Blancpain Villeret Ultra Slim wristwatch, rose gold, women Women's Blancpain Villeret Ultra Slim wristwatch, reference 6102 3642 55,
953 gauge, automatic "in house" movement, glazed back. Silver dial with golden Roman numerals. Brown leather band. d=29 mm, 38 g
(gross) rose gold 18 k ...[more]

146

Omega De Ville wristwatch, women, decorated with diamonds, provenance documents Women's Omega De Ville wristwatch, decorated
with diamonds, reference 4877.70.36, automatic movement, glazed back. Mother of pearl dial, three registers and date between 10 and
11 o'clock and bezel decorated with di ...[more]

147

Omega De Ville wristwatch, rose gold, men, provenance documents and original box Men's rose gold Omega De Ville wristwatch,
reference 431.63.41.21.13.001, automatic movement, glazed back. Copper-coloured dial and date at 3 o'clock. Original alligator skin
band and rose gold deployant type closu ...[more]

148

Bell & Ross Marine wristwatch, rose gold and ceramic, men, provenance documents Men's rose gold and ceramic Bell & Ross Marine
wristwatch, automatic movement. Case with a depth rating of up to 1000 m. Black dial with Arabic numerals and date between 4 and 5
o'clock. Original black rubbe ...[more]

149

Hublot Big Bang Chronograph Wally wristwatch, men, limited edition 24/500 Men's Hublot Big Bang Wally wristwatch, reference
320.UI.5510.RX, with automatic movement, glazed back. Dial with two registers, 42 h time reserve and date between 4 and 5 o'clock.
Black rubber band with deployant type cl ...[more]

150

Vacheron Constantin Overseas Chronograph wristwatch, men, provenance documents and original box Men's Vacheron Constantin
Overseas Chronograph wristwatch, reference 49150, automatic movement. Guilloché technique decorated dial, silver, three registers
and date at 12 o'clock. Original bracelet a ...[more]

151

Hublot Classic Fusion Chronograph wristwatch, men Men's Hublot Classic Fusion Chronograph wristwatch, reference 521nx1171rx,
automatic movement, glazed back. Black dial with two registers and date at 6 o'clock, with 42 h time reserve. Black crocodile skin band
with deployant type closure. d=45 ...[more]

152

Tag Heuer Carrera Anthracite wristwatch, men Men's Tag Heuer Carrera Anthracite wristwatch, reference WAR211c-01, automatic
movement, glazed back. Grey dial and date at 3 o'clock. Original steel bracelet and deployant type closure. d=42 mm stainless steel

153

Omega Constellation bracelet watch, rose gold and steel, unisex, provenance documents Unisex rose gold Omega Constellation
wristwatch, reference 123.20.35.60.02.001, quartz movement. Silver dial with date at 3 o'clock. Original steel and rose gold bracelet with
deployant type closure. The watch ...[more]

154

Paul Picot Kudos wristwatch, women Women's Paul Picot Kudos wristwatch, reference 4792, quartz movement. Black dial with Roman
numerals and date at 3 o'clock. Beige leather band with deployant type buckle. d=25 mm stainless steel; yellow gold 18 k

155

Rolex Datejust wristwatch, white gold, women, decorated with diamonds, provenance documents and original box Women's white gold
Rolex DateJust wristwatch, reference 116189, automatic movement. Pink dial decorated with "rolex pattern" Arabic numerals, date with
magnifying glass at 3 o'clock and ...[more]

156

Longines Equestrian wristwatch, women, decorated with diamonds Women's Longines Equestrian wristwatch. Quartz movement,
reference L6.136.4. Mother of pearl dial, diamonds placed at the hours and date at 3 o'clock. Original brown leather band and stainless
steel buckle. d=28 mm stainless steel ...[more]

